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OPTICAL RESPONSE IN BKFA AND TEMPERATURE DEPENDENCE OF THE PHONON AND ITS
PARAMETERS OBTAINED FROM THE FANO FIT
The upper panels of Figure S1 show the temperature dependent spectra of the real part of the optical conductivity,
1(!), in the infrared range for selected doping levels of x = 0, 0.08, 0.19 and 0.33. Their infrared conductivity is
dominated by the strong electronic response that is composed of a Drude peak at the origin, due to the itinerant
carriers, and a pronounced tail toward high frequency, that arises from inelastic scattering of the free carriers and/or
low-lying interband transitions [1{4]. The spectra agree well with the previously reported ones [5{10] and show the
well-known changes due to the spin-density-wave (SDW) at TN = 138 K, 130 K and 90 K for x = 0, 0.08 and 0.19,
respectively, and the SC gap below Tc = 18 K, and 38 K at x = 0.19 and 0.33, respectively. The SDW and the SC
gaps both reduce the spectral weight of the regular charge carrier response. For the former this spectral weight is
shifted to higher energy, where it forms a so-called pair-breaking peak, whereas in the SC state it is transferred to a
(!) function at the origin that accounts for the innite dc conductivity.
The temperature dependence of the phonon parameters !0, S and 1=q, obtained from the Fano ts, is shown in
the lower right panels of Fig. S1. For all magnetic samples, the combined AF and structural transition into the o-AF
state gives rise to clear anomalies in the T -dependence of !0, S and, especially, of 1=q. At x = 0, in agreement with
previous reports [11, 12], 1=q has a very small negative value in the paramagnetic state that increases strongly in
magnitude below TN (Fig. S1(a4)). For the doped samples with x = 0.08 and 0.19 the o-AF transition gives rise to
corresponding anomalies, except that 1=q increase from a negative value above TN (that is larger at x = 0.19 than
at 0.08) to a large positive value below TN . Finally, for the optimally doped sample without any AF order (x = 0.33,
Fig. S1(d4)) 1=q has the largest negative value and it is only weakly temperature dependent. Quite remarkably, there
is hardly a signature of the SC transition at Tc in the temperature dependence of the phonon parameters. This is a
clear indication that the Fano eect of the Eu Fe-As mode does not arise from the coupling with the itinerant charge
carriers, for which the spectral weight in the vicinity of the phonon mode decreases below Tc due to the formation of
the SC energy gap. This implies that the Fano eect of this Eu phonon mode is governed by the coupling to some
interband transitions that are part of the electronic background at higher frequency (that is only weakly aected by
the SC transition as shown in Fig. S1(d)).
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FIG. S1: (color online) Temperature dependent optical conductivity of Ba1 xKxFe2As2 in the far infrared region for x = 0
(a), 0.08 (b), 0.19 (c) and 0.33 (d). (a1{d1) Line shape of the infrared-active phonon mode (with oset) at temperatures from
300 to 5 K (color lines). The underlying black solid lines through the data denote the corresponding Fano t. Temperature
dependence of the (a2{d2) phonon frequency !0, (a3{d3) strength S and (a3{d3) Fano parameter 1=q of the phonon for x = 0,
0.08, 0.19 and 0.33 in Ba1 xKxFe2As2.
FITTING OF THE ELECTRONIC BACKGROUND AND ITS EFFECT ON THE FANO PARAMETER
The reectivity data of BKFA were acquired with the same resolution of 4 cm 1 on the Bruker Vertex 70v. To
check the eect of the resolution on the phonon lineshape, we have measured the spectra for the x = 0:33 sample with
dierent resolutions at 150 K. The dierences of the phonon lineshape are detailed in Figure S2(a) and Figure S2(b).
Clearly, the phonon linewidth is strongly dependent on the resolution, whereas the Fano parameter 1=q2 remains
almost unchanged. For a comparison, in Figure S2(b) we also included a symmetric phonon lineshape with 1=q2 = 0.
Compared to the symmetric phonon lineshape, the change of the phonon lineshape due to the asymmetry eect spans
a wide frequency range that is several times larger than the phonon linewidth. Therefore, the resolution used in our
measurement is sucient to capture the asymmetry of the phonon mode and thus its Fano parameter.
Figure S2(c) shows, for the case of the x = 0:33 sample at 150 K, how dierent low-frequency extrapolations during
the Kronig-Kramers analysis of R(!) inuence the obtained spectra of 1(!). It shows that it mostly aects the low-
frequency region below the phonon mode. Figure S2(d) highlights the corresponding changes in the region around the
phonon mode and shows that the lineshape of the phonon mode is only weakly aected. The thin solid lines through
the data are ts of the Fano line shape which conrm that the value of the Fano parameter, 1=q2, does not strongly
depend on the low-frequency extrapolation. This observation agrees with our nding that the Fano eect of the FeAs
mode does not arise from a coupling to the itinerant charge carriers but rather involves some interband transitions
that are located on the high-energy side of the phonon.
Generally, 1(!) of pnictides can be modeled over a wide frequency range with a superposition of several Drude
and Lorentz components. The black line in Fig. S2(e) shows such a wide range Drude-Lorentz t of the electronic
background for which the additional phonon mode has been tted by a Fano line shape. However, in order to
accurately capture the characteristics of the phonon with such a wide range t, it would be required that the spectra
are essentially noiseless. A more reliable and accurate approach that has been used in this manuscript is therefore
based on tting the spectra in a narrow frequency range centered around the phonon mode for which the electronic
background can be reasonably well described with a linear or quadratic function. Figure. S2(f) shows the corresponding
Fano ts of the phonon mode with the linear (blue line) or quadratic (green) background at x = 0:33 and T = 150 K.
Figure S2(g) shows the corresponding temperature dependence of the Fano parameter 1=q2 obtained from the ts
with the linear and quadratic backgrounds. Finally, Fig. S2(h) displays the corresponding doping dependence of the
Fano parameter 1=q2 at 150 K as obtained from the ts with the linear (red symbols) and quadratic (black symbols)
backgrounds. It conrms that the value of 1=q2 depends only weakly on the description of the electronic background.
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FIG. S2: (color online) (a) Phonon lineshape measured with dierent resolutions. (b) Phonon lineshape after the background
is subtracted. The solid line through the data is the Fano t. (c)The optical conductivity at x = 0:33 obtained by the Kronig-
Kramers analysis of R(!) with dierent low-frequency extrapolations, such as Constant (R(!) = constant), Hagen-Rubens
(R(!) = 1 Ap!), Marginal Fermi Liquid (R(!) = 1 A!), and Two Fluid (R(!) = 1 A!2). Panel (d) shows the enlarged
view of panel (c) focusing on the phonon around 255 cm 1. The solid lines show the Fano ts obtained with a quadratic
description of the electronic background. Panel (e) shows for the spectrum obtained with a Hagen-Rubens extrapolation
how the Fano t and the Fano parameter of the phonon mode are aected if the electronic background is tted over a wide
frequency range with a Drude-Lorentz model. Panel (f) shows the Fano ts of the phonon when the electronic background is
tted over a narrow range around the phonon mode, either with a linear (blue) or quadratic (green) function. Panel (g) shows
the temperature dependence of the Fano parameter 1=q2 obtained from the ts with the linear and quadratic backgrounds at
x = 0:33. Panel (h) displays the corresponding doping dependence of the Fano parameter 1=q2 at 150 K obtained from the ts
with the linear and quadratic backgrounds. It conrms that its characteristic dome-like doping dependence does not depend
on the details of the tting procedure
In particular, it highlights that characteristic doping dependence of 1=q2 in the paramagnetic state (at T  150 K)
is an intrinsic feature that does not depend on the tting of the electronic background. The variation of 1=q2 for the
dierent backgrounds is in fact included in the error bar of 1=q2, as shown in Fig. 2(d) of the main text.
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FIG. S3: (color online) Optical conductivity, at 150 K, of Ba0:67K0:33Fe2As2 (presented in the main text) and Ba0:6K0:4Fe2As2
(measured at ESPCI). The inset shows the phonon and its Fano t at 150 K for both samples. It conrms that the value of
the obtained Fano-parameter does not strongly depend on the noise level of the spectra.
In Fig. S3 we compare the Fano tting for the 1(!) spectra at 150 K of the optimally doped Ba0:67K0:33Fe2As2
sample from the manuscript and the more noisy spectrum of a Ba0:6K0:4Fe2As2 crystal with a similarly high Tc that
was measured with a dierent setup at ESPCI [8, 13]. This comparison conrms that Fano tting and, in particular,
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FIG. S4: (color online) (a) Sketch of typical Fermi surfaces at low doping in iron-based pnictides in the reduced Brillouin zone
corresponding to two Fe and two As atoms per unit cell. Red and green Fermi surfaces have dierent symmetries and no optical
transition is allowed among them. (b) Sketch of Fermi surfaces like in panel (a) in the extended Brillouin zone corresponding
to one Fe and one As atom per unit cell. Green Fermi sheets in panel (a) are obtained upon folding of panel (b) in the reduced
Brillouin zone.
the obtained Fano parameter hardly depend on the experimental setup the noise level of the spectra. The inset shows
that in both cases the asymmetric phonon line shape can be seen directly in the bare spectra and the tting hardly
depends on the noise level.
HAMILTONIAN AND OPTICAL ELECTRONIC TRANSITIONS IN UNFOLDED BRILLOUIN ZONE
As a suitable tool for investigating the electronic and optical excitations of iron-based cuprates in the presence
of a Eu lattice distortion, we consider for the moment the 5-band tight-binding model based on the Slater-Koster
approach, as discussed for instance in Ref. [14]. Relevant orbitals are thus the 5 d Fe-orbitals and the 3 p As orbitals.
In this scheme, considering the layer Fe-As, inter-atomic electronic hoppings between Fe atoms contaning direct Fe-Fe
hopping terms and As-mediated hoppings which can be evaluated within the second order perturbation theory.
Considering the staggered vertical positions of the A atoms, the formal unit cell contains two Fe atoms, and hence
the Hilbert space should contains 5+5 d-orbitals for a total of 10 bands. Such unit cell is conventionally used in rst-
principle calculations and the resulting bands are depicted in the corresponding square Brillouin zone, whose corners
are M0 = (; 0)=a, (; 0)=a, a being the Fe-Fe distance (see Fig. S4). Typical Fermi surfaces, in this framework, for
the undoped case, contain two electron-like Fermi pockets at the M0 points, with zx=xy (yz=xy) orbital character, and
two hole-like Fermi sheets around the   point with mainly zx=yz. A further hole-band at   with main xy character
can driven at the Fermi level depending on doping and on the out-of-plane height of the As atom.
Although this picture is commonly reported in rst-principle based calculations, the band structure can be more
conveniently viewed in the unfolded Brillouin zone, which correspond to consider one Fe atom per cell. The possibility
of such unfolding was discussed analytically in a detailed way in Ref. [14]. The crucial point is that the 10  10
Hamiltonian can be divided, choicing an appropriate Hilbert space, in two 5  5 separate blocks with dierent
symmetry:
H^1010(k) =

H^55(k) 0^
H^ H^55(k+Q)

; (1)
where Q = (; )=a. As discussed in Ref. [14], each 55 block can be obtained as a result of a simplest tight-binding
model dened in a unit cell containing only one Fe atom, and hence with a corresponding larger square Brillouin
zone dened by the corners M=(;)=a. Since the two blocks are orthogonal, and since the second block can
be obtained just as a shift k ! k+Q. The band-structure of (1) can be simply obtained from the band-structure
of the block H^55(k) upon a \folding", as shown in Fig. S4. Due to the orthogonality of the two blocks, the
elliptical electronic Fermi pockets result to be degenerate (in the absence of spin-orbit interaction) along the M-M
line. The eective possibility of low-energy excitations between these two degenerate bands is however not trivial since
5it involves coupling between electronic states with opposite symmetry. In particular, it is straightforward to realize
that the current operator, for instance along x, j^x(k), which can be obtained as derivative j^x(k) = @H^(k)=@kx, does
not couple to states belonging to dierent 5  5 blocks. Low-energy excitations associated to the band-crossing of
the electronic bands are thus not allowed in the optical conductivity and, in general, no particle-hole optically active
continuum can be obtained at energies as low as the Eu phonon energy !  250 cm 1 in a Fermi surface scenario as
the one depicted in Fig. S4 representative of undoped/low-doped BKFA. As a consequence, since the charged-phonon
response function (!) contains a subselection of the optically active transitions of the electronic background [15{17],
no sizable Fano eect can be observed (apart the small one induced by the residual intraband scattering), in agreement
with our observation at x = 0 in the normal state T > TN .
Entering a appropriate broken symmetry phase (tuning the temperature below TN ), or changing the Fermi surface
topology provide two dierent and independent ways to induces a sizable Fano eect.
Concerning the eects of a broken symmetry phase, it should be stressed that the forbidding of low-energy opti-
cal active transitions between band-crossing electronic bands strongly relies on the possibility of splitting the total
Hamiltonian in two separate orthogonal 55 blocks. Such splitting is itself possible as a consequence of the symmetry
of the lattice, electronic and magnetic degrees of freedom in the normal state. Under these conditions, the initial
two Fe atoms per cell can be mapped in two indepedent lattices of only one Fe atoms per cell. It is clear that any
breaking of these conditions will induce the need of an eective two Fe-atoms per cell, i.e . will induce an eective
coupling between the two 5 5 blocks, and hence te low-energy optical transitions between the electronic bands that
are responsible for a sizable Fano eect. This is clearly the case of the stripe-like antiferromagnetic order o-AF for
T < TN where the magnetic/lattice ordering make the two Fe atoms inequivalent. Dierent broken symmetry phases
can have of course dierent eects on the newly allowed low-energy optical transition, and this is reected in the
anomaly observed in the Fano eect about x  0:24  0:26 where a dierent magnetic order t-AF enter into play.
Note that not every broken symmetry phase can be responsible for the activation of new optical channels, but only
phases that break the underlying symmetries that make possible the \unfolding" process, and the reduction from
two Fe atoms per cell to one Fe atom per cell. On this regards it is clear that the superconducting ordering act in
a dierent (Nambu) space and it does not change the relevant symmetries of the normal states. On this ground,
entering the superconducting phase is not expected to aect the relevant optical transitions for ! > 2, and hence
not to aect the Fano properties, in accordance with our observations.
Electron or hole doping, changing the topology of the Fermi sheets, can provide also a suitable way of inducing
and tuning a nite sizable Fano eect. It has been recently suggested that in hole-doped BKFA, due to the relative
dierent upwards and downwards shifts of the hole-like and electron-like bands, the Fermi surface scenario can be
quite dierent from the one typical of undoped compound, and the optimal doping can occur when the elliptical
electron-like Fermi surfaces evolve in electron-like propeller shapes, as described in Refs. [18, 19]. Additional hole
doping can leads also to hole-like propellers, passing through a region where unavoidably the Fermi level crosses a
Dirac point. In such scenario, like in graphene, low-energy optical transitions, within each of the 5  5 block, are
known to be nite and relevant, and are the natural candidate for a nite sizable Fano eect in the normal state.
Further doping can eventually move the Fermi level far from the Dirac physics and leads to the observed depletion of
1=q2 for x > 0:33.
ELECTRON-PHONON COUPLING AND CHARGED-PHONON RESPONSE OF THE Eu MODE IN
LAYERED IRON-BASED PNICTIDES
In order to shed further light on the microscopic mechanism responsible for the Fano eect of the Eu in the
normal state, and to reveal a crucial dependence on the orbital content, we present here a microscopic analysis of the
charged-phonon response function using a tight-binding model that permits to identify the crucial orbital character.
Basic ingredient for the microscopical analysis of the changed-phonon response function are: i) the multi-
band/multi-orbital electronic Hamiltonian H^(k); ii) the current operator that can be derived in a straightforwward
way (for instance along the x-axis) as J^x(k) = dH^(k)=dkx; iii) and the electron-phonon matrix term V^ (k) coupling
the electronic states with the q = 0 Eu lattice distortion.
We have already discussed above how in the normal state both Hamiltonian and the current operator can be divided
in two 5 5 independent blocks. Few more words are worth to be spent about such electron-phonon coupling. After
a careful analysis, it is clear to see that the in-plane Eu lattice distortion, depicted in Fig. S5, does not break the
relevant symmetries and the normal state and it does not hence mix the two 5 5 blocks. This supports the analysis
that low-energy optical transitions at the Eu phonon energy !  250 cm 1 must be sought in the intra-block allowed
optical transitions. It should be stressess however that this scenario has not a general validity of a generic phonon
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FIG. S5: (color online) (a) Lattice structure of the Fe-As plane. Fe atoms (big red circles) form a square lattice (with lattice
constant a) whereas As atoms (small colored circles) lie at the center in a staggered out-of-plane position, respectively depicted
as yellow and green. The dotted squared represents the natural unit cell of containing two Fe atoms and two As atoms, while
the dashed square depicts the reduced unit cell containing just one Fe atom and one As atoms. Such reduced unit cell is suitable
in a convenient basis where Bloch states with dierent symmetries are decoupled, as discussed in the main text. (b) Sketch of
the lattice structure upon Eu frozen phonon distortion u. Yellow and green squares represent Fe plaquettes with staggered As
out-of-plane position. 
1, 
2 denote the set of Slater-Koster parameters for the two inequivalent bonds in the presence of a
Eu distortion.
mode. Most evident is the case of the out-of-plane A2u optical mode that involves a rigid upward (or downward)
shift of all the As atoms with respect to the Fe plane. The two As atoms result thus to have dierent z heights from
Fe plane and to be thus deeply not equivalent. As a consequence the electron-phonon coupling associated with such
optical mode cannot be divided in two separated 5  5 blocks and it will induce low-energy transitions between the
two electron-like elliptical Fermi sheets in the undoped case.
On the ground of these results, focusing on the Eu phonon mode, we can restrict our further analysis on one single
5 5 block and investigate how it is aected by a rigid in-plane shift of the As atoms. The Slater-Koster approach is
particular suitable to this aim since lattice distortions can be modelled in terms of few simple parameters describing
the change of the direction cosines and the amplitude change of the hopping energies. For sake of simplicity we retain
in our analysis only the relevant orbital components in the hole-doped range here considered, namely the zx, yz and
xy orbitals. zx and yz are expected to be dominant for the hole-like bands close to the   point, whereas a mix of
zx+ xy (yz + xy) orbitals will be relevant for the electron-pockets close to the X (Y) points, respectively.
From a general point of view, we can write:
H^(k;u) = H^Fe(k) + H^As(k;u); (2)
where H^Fe(k) represents the direct hopping between Fe atoms, and H^As(k;u) the second order As-mediated processes,
which will be aected by the Eu distortion quantied by the lattice displacement u. Denoting as \A" and \B" the
two inequivalent Fe sublattices, we introduce the Hilbert space dened the vector
i(k) = (dA;zx(k); dA;yz(k); dA;xy(k); dB;zx(k); dB;yz(k); dB;xy(k); ) : (3)
In this Hilbert space each term H^i(k;u) (i = Fe;As) can be written as a 6 6 Hamiltonian, namely:
H^i(k;u) =

H^i;AA(k;u) H^i;AB(k;u)
H^i;BA(k;u) H^i;BB(k;u)

; ; (4)
where the 3  3 Hamiltonian H^AA(k) represents the next-nearest neighbor hopping Hamitonian only among Fe
sublattice A, H^BB(k) the 33 next-nearest neighbor hopping Hamiltonian connecting only Fe atoms on the sublattice
B, and H^AB(k), H^BA(k) the nearest-neighbor hopping between the two sublattices. Note that H^AB(k), H^BA(k)
connect only atoms along the x=y axis whereas H^AA(k), H^BB(k) only atoms along the diagonal of the Fe square
lattice.
7Considering rst direct Fe-Fe hopping, we can write thus:
H^Fe(k) =
 
H^dFe(k) H^
x=y
Fe (k)
H^
x=y
Fe (k) H^
d
Fe(k)
!
; (5)
where
H^dFe(k) =
0@ dzx;zx4cxcy  dzx;yz4sxsy 0 dyz;zx4sxsy dyz;yz4cxcy 0
0 0 dxy;xy4cxcy;
1A ; (6)
H^
x=y
Fe (k) =
0@ xzx;zx2cx + yzx;zx2cy 0 00 xyz;yz2cx + yyz;yz2cy 0
0 0 
x=y
xy;xy2(cx + cy);
1A ; (7)
and where cx = cos(kxa), cy = cos(kxy), sx = sin(kxa), sy = sin(kxy), 
d
zx;zx = 
d
yz;yz = [Udd(
p
2a) + Udd(
p
2a)]=2,
dxy;xy = [3Udd(
p
2a) + Udd(
p
2a)]=4, dzx;yz = 
d
yz;zx = [Udd(
p
2a)   Udd(
p
2a)]=2, xzx;zx = 
y
yz;yz = 
x=y
xy;xy =
Udd(a), and 
y
zx;zx = 
x
yz;yz = Udd(a). Here Udd(R), Udd(R), Udd(R) represent the Slater-Koster Fe-Fe energy
integrals at the distances R = a for nearest neighbors, and R =
p
2a for next-nearest neighbors.
Our main focus in this paper is the modulation of the As-mediated eective hopping between Fe atoms upon a Eu
lattice distortion. We will focus for the moment on the As-mediated hopping processes connecting one Fe atom on
the sublattice A with neighbor Fe atoms on the sublattices A and B, i.e. on the blocks H^AA(k;u) and H^AB(k;u).
The remaining blocks H^BB(k;u), H^BA(k;u) will be evaluated later using symmetry arguments. We denote with

 = fr; ; g the set of the relevant parameters in the context of Slater-Koster model, namely d being the inter-
atomic distance between Fe and As atom, and  and 1 the direction cosines pointing from the Fe to the As atom.
In the presence of a Eu lattice distortion, we need to employ two dierent sets 
1, 
2, as depicted in Fig. S5. For
sake of simplicity, following Ref. [14], we denote d the local energy of the Fe d-orbitals, and p the local energy of
the As p-orbitals, neglecting the energy splitting due to the crystal eld. Fe d orbitals are denoted with the label
;  = zx; yz; xy whereas As p orbitals are denoted with the label  = x; y; z.
It is also useful to introduce the function
t;(
1;
2) =
X
=x;y;z
t;(
1)t;(
2)
d   p : (8)
With this notation, the As-mediated hopping between the  and  d-orbitals of nearest-neighbor Fe atoms along
the x, y axes, with  being on the A sublattice, will be:
tx;(k;
1;
2) = [t;(d1; 1; 1; d2; 2; 2) + t;(d1; 1; 1; d2; 2; 2)] eikxa
+ [t;(d2;  + 2; 2; d1;    1; 1) + t;(d2;    2; 2; d1;  + 1; 1)] e ikxa; (9)
ty;(k;
1;
2) = [t;(d1; 1; 1; d1;    1; 1) + t;(d2;    2; 2; d2; 2; 2)] eikya
+ [t;(d1; 1; 1; d1;  + 1; 1) + t;(d2;  + 2; 2; d2; 2; 2)] e ikya; (10)
whereas the hopping terms between next-neighbor Fe atoms along the diagonal of the square Fe-lattice will obey the
relations:
td;(k;
1;
2) = t;(d11; 1; d2; 2; 2)eikxa+ikya + t;(d2;  + 2; 2; d1;  + 1; 1)e ikxa ikya
+t;(d1; 1; 1; d2; 2; 2)eikxa ikya + t;(d2;    2; 2; d1;    1; 1)e ikxa+ikya:(11)
After few straightforward steps, using the symmetry properties of the Slater-Koster energy integrals, we can write
the general expression for the As-mediated hopping Hamiltonian in the presence of the Eu lattice distortion. Focusing
on the 3 3 \AA" block describing the hopping processes along the diagonal of the Fe square lattice, we can write:
H^As;AA(k;u) =
0@ tdzx;zx4cxcy tdR;zx;yz2sxsy + itdI;zx;yz2cxsy tdR;zx;xy2cxcy + itdI;zx;xy2sxcytdR;yz;zx2sxsy + itdI;yz;zx2cxsy tdyz;yz4cxcy tdR;yz;xy2sxsy + itdI;yz;xy2cxsy
tdR;xy;zx2cxcy + it
d
I;xy;zx2sxcy t
d
R;xy;yz2sxsy + it
d
I;xy;yz2cxsy t
d
xy;xy4cxcy
1A ;(12)
8whereas for the 3 3 \AB" block describing the hopping processes along the x=y axis the Fe square lattice we have:
H^As;AB(k;u) =
0@ txzx;zx2cx + tyzx;zx2cy 0 txR;zx;xy2cx + itxI;zx;xy2sx + tyzx;xy2cy0 txyz;yz2cx + tyyz;yz2cy ityyz;xy2sy
txR;xy;zx2cx + it
x
I;xy;zx2sx + t
y
xy;zx2cy it
y
xy;yz2sy t
x
xy;xy2cx + t
y
xy;xy2cy;
1A :(13)
For sake of shortness, we omitted in Eqs. (12)-(13) the dependence of the As-mediated hopping terms on the
9Slater-Koster parameters 
1, 
2. Their explicit expressions read:
txzx;zx(
1;
2) =  
X
=x;y;z
gx
2t;xz(
1)t;xz(
2)
d   p ; ; (14)
tyzx;zx(
1;
2) =
X
=x;y;z
gy
[t;xz(
1)t;xz(
1) + t;xz(
2)t;xz(
2)]
d   p ; (15)
txyz;yz(
1;
2) =
X
=x;y;z
gx
2t;yz(
1)t;yz(
2)
d   p ; (16)
tyyz;yz(
1;
2) =  
X
=x;y;z
gy
[t;yz(
1)t;yz(
1) + t;yz(
2)t;yz(
2)]
d   p ; (17)
tdzx;zx(
1;
2) =
X
=x;y;z
gz
t;zx(
1)t;zx(
2)
d   p ; (18)
tdyz;yz(
1;
2) =
X
=x;y;z
gz
t;yz(
1)t;yz(
2)
d   p ; (19)
tdR;zx;yz(
1;
2) = t
d
R;yz;zx(
1;
2) =
X
=x;y;z
gxg
y

[t;zx(
1)t;yz(
2) + t;zx(
2)t;yz(
1)]
d   p ; (20)
tdI;zx;yz(
1;
2) =  tdI;yz;zx(
1;
2) =  
X
=x;y;z
gxg
y

[t;zx(
1)t;yz(
2)  t;zx(
2)t;yz(
1)]
d   p ; (21)
txxy;xy(
1;
2) =  
X
=x;y;z
gx
2t;xy(
1)t;xy(
2)
d   p ; (22)
tyxy;xy(
1;
2) =
X
=x;y;z
gxg
z

[t;xy(
1)t;xy(
1) + t;xy(
2)t;xy(
2)]
d   p ; (23)
tdxy;xy(
1;
2) =
X
=x;y;z
gxg
y

t;xy(
1)t;xy(
2)
d   p ; (24)
txR;zx;xy(
1;
2) =  txR;xy;zx(
1;
2) =
X
=x;y;z
gyg
z

[t;zx(
1)t;xy(
2)  t;zx(
2)t;xy(
1)]
d   p ; (25)
txI;zx;xy(
1;
2) = t
x
I;xy;zx(
1;
2) =
X
=x;y;z
gyg
z

[t;zx(
1)t;xy(
2) + t;zx(
2)t;xy(
1)]
d   p ; (26)
tyzx;xy(
1;
2) =  tyxy;zx(
1;
2) =
X
=x;y;z
gxg
z

[t;xz(
1)t;xy(
1)  t;xz(
2)t;xy(
2)]
d   p ; (27)
tdR;zx;xy(
1;
2) = t
d
R;xy;zx(
1;
2) =
X
=x;y;z
gxg
y

[t;zx(
1)t;xy(
2)  t;zx(
2)t;xy(
1)]
d   p ; (28)
tdI;zx;xy(
1;
2) =  tdI;xy;zx(
1;
2) =
X
=x;y;z
gxg
y

[t;zx(
1)t;xy(
2) + t;zx(
2)t;xy(
1)]
d   p ; (29)
tyyz;xy(
1;
2) = t
y
xy;yz(
1;
2) =
X
=x;y;z
gxg
z

[t;yz(
1)t;xy(
1) + t;yz(
2)t;xy(
2)]
d   p ; (30)
tdR;yz;xy(
1;
2) = t
d
R;xy;yz(
1;
2) =
X
=x;y;z
gz
[t;yz(
1)t;xy(
2)  t;yz(
2)t;xy(
1)]
d   p ; (31)
tdI;yz;xy(
1;
2) =  tdI;xy;yx(
1;
2) =  
X
=x;y;z
gz
[t;yz(
1)t;xy(
2) + t;yz(
2)t;xy(
1)]
d   p ; (32)
where g =  1 if  =  and g = 1 otherwise.
The matrix expressions for the blocks \BB" and \BA" can be now obtained by symmetry from (12)-(13) upon the
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mapping 1 !  1, 2 !  2. Exploiting the symmetries of the Slater-Koster integrals, we can easily nd that
H^As;BB(k;u) =
0@ tdzx;zx4cxcy tdR;zx;yz2sxsy + itdI;zx;yz2cxsy  tdR;zx;xy2cxcy   itdI;zx;xy2sxcytdR;yz;zx2sxsy + itdI;yz;zx2cxsy tdyz;yz4cxcy  tdR;yz;xy2sxsy   itdI;yz;xy2cxsy
 tdR;xy;zx2cxcy   itdI;xy;zx2sxcy  tdR;xy;yz2sxsy   itdI;xy;yz2cxsy tdxy;xy4cxcy
1A ;(33)
and
H^As;BA(k;u) =
0@ txzx;zx2cx + tyzx;zx2cy 0  txR;zx;xy2cx   itxI;zx;xy2sx   tyzx;xy2cy0 txyz;yz2cx + tyyz;yz2cy  ityyz;xy2sy
 txR;xy;zx2cx   itxI;xy;zx2sx   tyxy;zx2cy  ityxy;yz2sy txxy;xy2cx + tyxy;xy2cy
1A :(34)
Eqs. (5)-(7), along with (12), (13), (33), (34), dene the band structure within the Slater-Koster context in the
presence of a nite generic Eu lattice distortion u. For u = 0 we have fj
1jg = fj
2jg = fj
0jg, where fj
ijg = fj
j jg
means ri = rj , jij = jj j and jij = jj j. In this limit we recover thus the tight-binding model of Ref. [14] in the
reduced zx, yz, xy space. Note that in the perfect crystal structure it was shown (see Ref. [14]) that an appropriate
basis to re-write the total Hamiltonian in two separate blocks with dierent symmetries is dened by the Hilbert
space:
i(k) = (d+;zx(k); d+;yz(k); d ;xy(k); d ;zx(k); d ;yz(k); d+;xy(k); ) ; (35)
where d = [dA;zx(k)dB;zx(k)]=
p
2. One can easily see that, since the Eu distortion does not aect the underlying
symmetries on the base of such decoupling in separate blocks, the same Hilbert space (35) can decoupled the total
6 6 Hamiltonian in two separate 3 3 blocks. In such space we have thus:
H^(k;u) =
 H^33(k;u) 0
0 H^33(k+Q;u)

; (36)
where
H^33(k;u) = H^Fe(k) + H^As(k;u): (37)
In similar way as above, each matrix H^i(k;u) can be divided in hopping terms along the x=y axis and hopping terms
along the diagonal. We have thus:
H^Fe(k) = H^x=yFe (k) + H^dFe(k); (38)
where
H^x=yFe (k) =
0@ xzx;zx2cx   yzx;zx2cy 0 00 xyz;yz2cx   yyz;yz2cy 0
0 0  x=yxy;xy2(cx + cy)
1A ; (39)
H^dFe(k) =
0@ dzx;zx4cxcy  dzx;yz4sxsy 0 dyz;zx4sxsy dyz;yz4cxcy 0
0 0 dxy;xy4cxcy
1A ; (40)
and
H^As(k;u) = H^x=yAs (k;u) + H^dAs(k;u); (41)
where
H^x=yAs (k;u) =
0@ txzx;zx2cx + tyzx;zx2cy 0  txR;zx;xy2cx   itxI;zx;xy2sx   tyzx;xy2cy0 txyz;yz2cx + tyyz;yz2cy  ityyz;xy2sy
txR;xy;zx2cx + it
x
I;xy;zx2sx + t
y
xy;zx2cy it
y
xy;yz2sy  txxy;xy2cx   tyxy;xy2cy
1A ;(42)
and
H^dAs(k;u) =
0@ tdzx;zx4cxcy tdR;zx;yz2sxsy + itdI;zx;yz2cxsy tdR;zx;xy2cxcy + itdI;zx;xy2sxcytdR;yz;zx2sxsy + itdI;yz;zx2cxsy tdyz;yz4cxcy tdR;yz;xy2sxsy + itdI;yz;xy2cxsy
tdR;xy;zx2cxcy + it
d
I;xy;zx2sxcy t
d
R;xy;yz2sxsy + it
d
I;xy;yz2cxsy t
d
xy;xy4cxcy
1A :(43)
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The decoupling in Eq. (36) of the total Hamiltonian, in the presence of a Eu lattice distortion, in two separate
blocks with dierent symmetries signalize that the Eu in-plane optical phonon is just coupled to vertical (q = 0)
particle-hole transitions in the extended Brillouin zone, and not to the (symmetry forbidden) transitions that couple
states at dierent k points in the extended Brillouin zone and that appear vertical in the reduced Brillouin zone just
upon folding. This would be dierent for instance for the out-of-plane optical A2u mode that eectively breaks the
underlying symmetries and it would induce o-diagonal elements in Eq. (36).
As said, Eqs. (36)-(43) hold true in any generic Eu lattice distortion u. They provide also the basis for obtaining
an explicit expression for the linear electron-phonon coupling with the Eu phonon, upon expansion of H^As(k;u) at
the linear order in u, i.e.
V^ep(k) = lim
u!0
H^As(k;u)
u
: (44)
To this aim we can write
t;(
1)  t;(
0) + uw;(
0); (45)
where w;(
0) contains all the contributions coming from the modulation of the energy integrals and from the
modulation of the direction cosines. From symmetry arguments we get also
t;(
2)  t;(
0)  uw;(
0): (46)
One can now realize that most of the hopping terms in Eqs. (14)-(32) have a vanishing linear coupling with u. The
only hopping terms that give rise to a linear electron-phonon coupling result to be tdI;zx;yz, t
x
R;zx;xy, t
y
zx;xy, t
d
R;zx;xy,
tdR;yz;xy. We obtain thus the matrix expression for the electron-phonon coupling:
V^ep(k) =
 V^33(k) 0
0 V^33(k+Q)

; (47)
where
V^33(k) =
0@ 0 iIdzx;yz2cxsy Idzx;xy2cxcy   Ixzx;xy2cx   Iyzx;xy2cy iIdzx;yz2cxsy 0 Idyz;xy2sxsy
Idzx;xy2cxcy   Ixzx;xy2cxIyzx;xy2cy Idyz;xy2sxsy 0
1A ; (48)
and where
Idzx;yz =  2
X
=x;y;z
gxg
y

[w;zx(
0)t;yz(
0)  t;zx(
0)w;yz(
0)]
d   p ; (49)
Ixzx;xy = 2
X
=x;y;z
gyg
z

[w;zx(
0)t;xy(
0)  t;zx(
0)w;xy(
0)]
d   p ; (50)
Iyzx;xy = 2
X
=x;y;z
gxg
z

[w;xz(
0)t;xy(
0) + t;xz(
0)w;xy(
0)]
d   p ; (51)
Idzx;xy = 2
X
=x;y;z
gxg
y

[w;zx(
0)t;xy(
0)  t;zx(
0)w;xy(
0)]
d   p ; (52)
Idyz;xy = 2
X
=x;y;z
gz
[w;yz(
0)t;xy(
0)  t;yz(
0)w;xy(
0)]
d   p : (53)
Eq. (48) is one of the fundamental ingredients to evaluate on a microscopic ground the charged-phonon response
function (!) which is repsonsible for the Fano eect. Other ingredient are the total Hamiltonian H^(k;u = 0) in the
absence of the lattice distortion and the current operator.
The direct Fe-Fe Hamiltonian term hopping H^Fe(k) is of course not aected by the lattice distortion, where the
As-mediated term H^As(k;u = 0) = H^x=yAs (k;u = 0) + H^dAs(k;u = 0) is simplied for u = 0 as:
H^x=yAs (k;u = 0) =
0@ txzx;zx2cx + tyzx;zx2cy 0  itxI;zx;xy2sx0 txyz;yz2cx + tyyz;yz2cy  ityyz;xy2sy
itxI;xy;zx2sx it
y
xy;yz2sy  txxy;xy2cx   tyxy;xy2cy
1A ; (54)
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and
H^dAs(k;u = 0) =
0@ tdzx;zx4cxcy tdR;zx;yz2sxsy itdI;zx;xy2sxcytdR;yz;zx2sxsy tdyz;yz4cxcy itdI;yz;xy2cxsy
itdI;xy;zx2sxcy it
d
I;xy;yz2cxsy t
d
xy;xy4cxcy
1A ; (55)
where the hopping terms are evaluated at f
1g = f
2g = f
0g.
The current operator along the x-axis can be now also evaluated as J^ x(k) = dH^(k)=dkx. We obtain:
J^ x(k) =
 J^33(k) 0
0 J^33(k+Q)

; (56)
where
J^33(k) = J^ x=yFe (k) + J^ dFe(k) + J^ x=yAs (k) + J^ dAs(k) (57)
and where
J^ x=yFe (k) =
0@  xzx;zx2sx 0 00  xyz;yz2sx 0
0 0 
x=y
xy;xy2sx
1A ; (58)
J^ dFe(k) =
0@  dzx;zx4sxcy  dzx;yz4cxsy 0 dyz;zx4cxsy  dyz;yz4sxcy 0
0 0  dxy;xy4sxcy
1A ; (59)
J^ x=yAs (k) =
0@  txzx;zx2sx 0  itxI;zx;xy2cx0  txyz;yz2sx 0
itxI;xy;zx2cx 0 t
x
xy;xy2sx
1A ; (60)
J^ dAs(k) =
0@  tdzx;zx4sxcy tdR;zx;yz2cxsy itdI;zx;xy2cxcytdR;yz;zx2cxsy  tdyz;yz4sxcy  itdI;yz;xy2sxsy
itdI;xy;zx2cxcy  itdI;xy;yz2sxsy  tdxy;xy4sxcy
1A : (61)
We can build up the charged-phonon function (!) that rules the Fano eect. It is at this stage much more
convenient to work in the Matsubara frequency space, whereas the analytical continuation on the real axis can be
easily performed later. We have thus:
(i!m) = C
X
k;n
Tr
h
J^ (k)G^(k; i!n + i!m)V^ep(k)G^(k; i!n)
i
; (62)
where C is a constant, G^(k; z) = [(z + )I^   H^(k)] 1, and  is the chemical potential. Note that all the matrix
quantities are separated in two independent 3  3 blocks. Since the second block is equivalent to the rst one upon
substitution k ! k+Q, we can restrict our analysis to the rst block allowing k to span over the whole extende
Brillouin zone, covering thus all k's as well all k+Q's.
To get a deeper insight, let us assume now that the xy orbital is irrelevant. We can thus restrict our analysis to
the 2 2 block dened by the orbitals zx, yz. In this Hilbert space we have (we drop now the label \3 3"):
H^(k) = HI(k)I^ +Hz(k)^z +Hx(k)^x; (63)
J^ (k) = JI(k)I^ + Jz(k)^z + Jx(k)^x; (64)
V^(k) = iVy(k)^y; (65)
where ^x, ^y, ^z are Pauli matrices, and where HI(k) = HI;dcxcy + HI;x=y(cx + cy), Hx(k) = Hx;dsxsy, Hz(k) =
Hz;x=y(cx   cy), JI(k) = JI;d(cxsy + sxcy) + JI;x=ysx, Jx(k) = Jx;dcxsy, Jz(k) = Jz;x=ysx, Vy(k) = Vy;dcxsy. The
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microscopical expressions of HI;d, HI;x=y, Hx;d, Hz;x=y, JI;d, JI;x=y, Jx;d, Jz;x=y, Vy;d in terms of the Slater-Koster
parameters can be inferred from Eqs.(39)-(40), (48), (54)-(61). In similar way, also the Green's function G^(k; z)
can be expanded in the Pauli matrix basis. We have in particular: G^(k; z) = GI(k; z)I^ + Gz(k; z)^z + Gx(k; z)^x,
where GI(k; z) = [z +    HI(k)]=D(k; z), Gx(k; z) =  Hx(k)=D(k; z), Gz(k; z) =  Hz(k)=D(k; z), and where
D(k; z) = [z +  HI(k)]2  H2x(k) H2z(k) = [z +  E1(k)][z +  E2(k)]. Here E1(k), E2(k) are the two bands
of the two-band model with zx, yz orbitals:
E1(k) = HI(k) + (k); (66)
E2(k) = HI(k) (k); (67)
where
(k) =
p
H2x(k) +H2z(k): (68)
A crucial remark here is that Tr[J^ (k)V^(k)] = 0. This implies that we cannot pick up the component G^(k; z) /
GI(k; z)I^ in both Green's functions in Eq. (62). Taking into account the symmetry properties encoded in the Pauli
matrix commutation rules, we get thus:
(i!m) =  2C
X
k;n
[Jx(k)GI(k; i!n + i!m)Vy(k)Gz(k; i!n)]
+2C
X
k;n
[Jx(k)Gz(k; i!n + i!m)Vy(k)GI(k; i!n)]
+2C
X
k;n
[Jz(k)GI(k; i!n + i!m)Vy(k)Gx(k; i!n)]
 2C
X
k;n
[Jz(k)Gx(k; i!n + i!m)Vy(k)GI(k; i!n)]
= 2C
X
k;n
1
D(k; i!n)D(k; i!n + i!m)
[Jx(k)[i!n + i!m  HI(k)]Vy(k)Hz(k)]
 2C
X
k;n
1
D(k; i!n)D(k; i!n + i!m)
[Jx(k)Hz(k)Vy(k)[i!n  HI(k)]]
2C
X
k;n
1
D(k; i!n)D(k; i!n + i!m)
[Jz(k)Hx(k)Vy(k)[i!n  HI(k)]]
 2C
X
k;n
1
D(k; i!n)D(k; i!n + i!m)
[Jz(k)[i!n + i!m  HI(k)]Vy(k)Hx(k)]
= 2i!mC
X
k;n
Vy(k) [Jx(k)Hz(k)  Jz(k)Hx(k)]
D(k; i!n)D(k; i!n + i!m)
= 4i!mC
X
k;n
Vy(k) [Jx(k)Hz(k)  Jz(k)Hx(k)] f(E1(k)  )  f(E2(k)  )
(k) [(i!m)2  2(k)] : (69)
We can now perform the analytical continuation i!m ! ! + i. For ! > 0 we get:
"(!) =  2C
X
k;n
Vy(k) [Jx(k)Hz(k)  Jz(k)Hx(k)] f(E1(k)  )  f(E2(k)  )
!
(!  (k)): (70)
Given the orbital content of the electronic band-structure, particle-hole excitations between zx and yz orbitals are
allowed close to the X, Y points and in the anular area kF;2  k  kF;1 close to the   point, where kF;1, kF;2 are the
Fermi momenta associated respectively to the larger (band E1(k)) and smaller (band E1(k)) hole Fermi sheets.
It is easy to see that the coherence factor Vy(k) [Jx(k)Hz(k)  Jz(k)Hx(k)] changes sign for k ! k+Q, so that
the contributions from the X and Y points cancel out.
Focusing on the parabolic-like hole bands centered at the   point, and denoting kx = k cos , kx = k sin , we can
expand the coherence factor Vy(k) [Jx(k)Hz(k)  Jz(k)Hx(k)] at the leading order (/ k4). We get:Z
d2kVy(k) [Jx(k)Hz(k)  Jz(k)Hx(k)] /
Z
2kdkk4
Z 2
0
d sin(4 ) = 0: (71)
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Note that such cancellation stems out from the rotational symmetry properties of the orbtals zx=yz. Things are
radically dierent when the orbital xy is included in the analysis. Using the 3 3 expressions in Eqs. (48), (57)-(61)
for the matrices V^(k), J^ (k), one can notice that in this case Tr[J^33(k)V^33(k)] 6= 0. This means that we cannot
rule in Eq. (62) the contribution:
(i!m)  C
X
k;n
Tr
h
J^ (k)G^I(k; i!n + i!m)V^(k)G^I(k; i!n)
i
; (72)
where a dominant role is played by the term G^(k; z) / (z + )I^ / (z + )I^=D(k; z). Here D(k; z) = [z +   
E1(k)][z +   E2(k)][z +   E3(k)], where E1(k), E2(k), E3(k) are the three bands of the three-orbital model.
We get thus:
(i!m)  C
X
k;n
Tr
h
J^ (k)V^(k)
i [i!n + ][i!n + i!m + ]
D(k; i!n)D(k; i!n + i!m)
: (73)
It is easy to see now that, due to the mixing of the o-diagonal components of (48), (57) associated with the
hybridization zx+ xy, yz + xy, the prefactor Tr
h
J^ (k)V^(k)
i
does not change sign upon substitution k! k+Q and
the contributions from the optical transitions at the X and Y points does not cancel out.
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